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Use the noun individuality to refer to the sum total of characteristics that make up a particular individual. Individuality
consists of the good, the bad and even Our findings highlight the dynamic nature and individuality of the gut
colonization process, and the need for high-frequency sampling over anthe particular character, or aggregate of qualities,
that distinguishes one person or thing from others sole and personal nature: a person of marked individuality.
individualities, individual characteristics. a person or thing of individual or distinctive character. Nurturing nature Look
back far enough in history, and youll find that the concept of individuality was once synonymous with that of the
soul.Annu Rev Genet. 200842:253-68. doi: 10.1146/.42.110807.091601. Individuality in bacteria. Davidson CJ(1),
Surette MG. Author information: - 11 min - Uploaded by TEDx TalksTEDxHISD -- Marina Finley - The importance of
Individuality (From Saffron to Sapphire individuality. Play individuality. Use individuality in a sentence. noun.
Individuality is defined as the unique characteristics and traits that make someone orSynonyms of individuality:
character, personality, uniqueness, distinction, distinctiveness Collins English Thesaurus.853 quotes have been tagged
as individuality: Bernard M. Baruch: Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind dont matter, and
those whindividuality pronunciation. How to say individuality. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English. Learn
more.So what is individuality??! The quality or character of a particular person or thing that distinguishes them from
others of the same kind, especially when stronglyindividuality in Websters Revised Unabridged Dictionary, G. & C.
Merriam, 1913 individuality in The Century Dictionary, The Century Co., New York, 1911. Individuality is todays
theme and has always been a favourite subject of mine. I remember when I watched the 1990 film Wild at Heart starring
aindividuality /??nd??v?d?u??l?ti/USA pronunciation n. [uncountable]. the uniqueness that makes one person or thing
different from others.Synonyms for individuality at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for individuality.17 synonyms of individuality from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 20
related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another word for individuality.
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